
approved & accredited subcontractors 

with a growing reputation across London & South East England 

for the seamless design, supply and installation of Washroom Systems

for education and commercial sector projects.

Hello. 

Nice to meet you - we are Cube Install



We have quite an ancestry...

born from a manufacturing heritage established in 1968...

From from a farmhouse garage back in 1968, Dunhams Washrooms evolved over 5 decades specializing in the

manufacturing of bespoke washroom systems.

 

2016 saw the establishment of Cube Install from this manufacturing heritage to provide a supply and installation

service for large scale projects.

 

Since the company launch, Cube Install has rapidly developed with customer feedback and industry change to

ensure we continue to provide our customers with the highest quality products and service.
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The vision we strive for...
To become the undisputed, first choice sub-contractor for

the design, supply and installation of washroom systems

for large scale Education and Commercial projects.

We are on a mission...

We exist to enhance user privacy in communal

washrooms through innovative design and trouble-free

installation.



Precision flow defines our supplier - installer relationship.

Established from and uniquely positioned alongside

washroom manufacturer, Dunhams Washrooms.

This gives us the ability to  confidently commit to agreed

timescales and costs.

It also gives control and flexibility over the manufacturing

process, especially as we have an office based on the

same business premises as our manufacturer.

Finish to agreed timescales

Finish to agreed costs

the UKAS accredited levels of safety

On each project we commit ourselves to:

What makes us different?  
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Perseverance
We welcome

challenges, as

difficulty is simply an

opportunity to show

ability.

Unity
Together we're

stronger and more

efficient, teamwork

makes the dreamwork.

Ownership
Part of our clients

team, we are fully

accountable for the

role we play in their

success.

Integrity
With safety, honesty

and respect at the core

of our approach, we'll

grow loyalty.

Fluid
Able to adapt our

thinking, processes

and delivery to match

client requirements.
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Cube values - how we live & breathe each project...



We've been tried and tested...

Constructionline Gold membership gives assurance that

we have been assessed on an enhanced prequalification

questionnaire that goes beyond PAS91.

We have been assessed for environmental management,

quality management, equal opportunities, modern slavery

act adherence and anti-bribery and corruption policies as

well as SSIP.

 

Live feedback from projects completed since 2017 have

given us an average score of 85% on overall project

performance.

A very user friendly company”

“Good product and service commitment from design
through to installation”

“Very efficient service and easy to get on with, pleasure to
work with”

“Responsive, collaborative and helpful from the outset”

“Very good service and product, achieved to a high
standard”

“Keep up the good professional work”

“We look forward to working with Cube again
on future projects”

“Very helpful and easy to work with”
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ISO 9001 is a standard based on a number of quality management principles.

This including a strong customer focus, the motivation and implication of top management, the process approach

and continual improvement.

Our committal to ISO 9001 ensures that our customers get consistent, good quality from our cubicle systems and

installation service.

OHSAS 18001 is an occupational health and safety management system. 

It ensures we have the policies, procedures and controls needed in our organisation to achieve the best possible

working conditions and workplace health and safety, aligned to internationally recognized best practice.

ISO 14001 is the international standard that specifies requirements for an effective environmental management

system. 

It is used to manage environmental aspects, fulfill compliance obligations, and address risks and opportunities

relating to the environment that we operate in.
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Safe & certified...



Why CHAS? - the benefits of CHAS accreditation... 

Our CHAS accreditation directly benefits our customers by:

1.Proving our compliance with important parts of health and safety law.

 

2.Reducing duplication, therefore saving valuable time and resource.

 

3.Giving the confidence that we will take guidance on any weaknesses in our safety management.
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Inspiration Academy, Dartford

An academy creating the great minds of the future

We used a modern approach to create an open access, anti-vandalism

washroom

https://www.cube-install.com/projects/inspiration-academy/
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Pioneer Academy, Bromley

School expansion project to cater for increasing demand for primary

schools in Londons Borough of Bromley

Low level cubicles and duct panelling to allow for adult supervision and

maintain privacy for the little users

https://www.cube-install.com/projects/pioneer-academy/
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Maidstone Technology School

A state-of-the-art new secondary school offering a specialist curriculum

for Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths.

Hive gave the cubicle solution keeping pupils privacy secure in the open

plan washrooms and meeting the necessary anti-finger trap regulations.

https://www.cube-install.com/projects/school-of-science-technology-

maidstone/
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Colmore Gate, Birmingham

Located in the hub of Birminham's city centre.

The solution for these prestigious office washrooms was flush fronted

cubicles manufactured in a bespoke cross-grained oak veneer.

https://www.cube-install.com/projects/3rd-4th-floors-colmore-gate/
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Quadram Institute

A £64 million medical research building

Many products pre-assembled offsite to ensure minimum onsite

installation time to meet the tight project schedule

https://www.cube-install.com/projects/quadram-institute/
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No. 2 London Bridge

Corporate offices situated in central London, surrounded by iconic

buildings and renowned architecture

Flush fronted, full height  cubicles to blend in with the areas elevated

skyline

https://www.cube-install.com/projects/2-london-bridge/
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Want to know more? - we would love to talk to you

Norfolk Office 

Cube Install Ltd

The Granary

School Road

Neatishead

Norfolk

NR12 8BU

London Office 

Cube Install Ltd

Unit 3C, Dentons Wharf

Mulberry Way

Belvedere

DA17 6AN
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